Characters

Nefarious Purpose (M)

Sly, vengeful wizard (of slim build)

Condor Hey (M)

Magic school dropout/peddler of magical devices

Princess Tandoori (F)

Teen-aged youngest sister of Queen Tajmahalia of Airibeya

Prince Orin (M)

Teen-aged youngest brother of King Titus Iron-Arms

Dame Agatha Joyless (F)

Aged governess of the sisters of Queen Tajmahalia of Persiastan

Count Otto Von Dimwitz (M)

Aged Commandant, Spitzenpolish Military Academy

Lady Scarlet of Harlot (F)

Trashy, flashy Personal Assistant to Queen of Airibeya

Kitty (F)

Feline gargoyle, persnickety

Basil (M)

Basilisk gargoyle, goofy, excitable

Demonik (M)

Devil gargoyle, ingratiating, grumpy

Scene 1 – Courtyard
(Lights come up on the courtyard, its space defined by two
„corners‟ of crumbling rock upfront and a background (flat)
depicting a ruined castle wall, overgrown with ivy and trees. Barely
visible in the distance beyond this wall are two other castles. At the
center of the courtyard is a large pile of fallen stonework. The trio of
(static) gargoyles are positioned amid this heap, within arm's reach of
one another. All three are sleeping. Positioned atop this pile is a
„sleeping angel‟ statue, its cracked and chipped wings folded, the
head down, face angled away from audience.)
Basil:

(opens eyes and is immediately excited) Ye-e-s-s! It‟s morning. That
means its Riddle Day! Zippety-doo-dah! (SFX. Honks bike horn) Wake
up everybody! Wake up!

Demonik:

Pipe down ya' silly twit! Can‟t you see I'm trying to sleep!

Basil:

(SFX. honks horn at him) No way, Jose!! Its showtime!!

Kitty:

Excuse me! You know the rule: no talking until the Boss talks first.

Demonik:

(to Basil) Atta' go granite-brain, now look who you woke up: the Rule
Sheriff!

Basil:

C'mon Kitty, don't be a sourpuss every day of your life. Give us a break:
take Riddle Day off!

Kitty:

I'm telling the Boss you were talking!

Demonik:

Oh, boo-hoo, I'm so-o-o-o scared!!

Basil:

Yeah, see if we care, little Miss Tattle-Tail.

Nefarious:

(Stands up, leaving the wings behind, revealing that he is the sleeping
angel. His face is painted as a skull face.) Enough!! The one day of the
year when I'm in a good mood and you „goyles are spoiling it with your
childish jabbering!

Basil:

Oops, sorry boss. You know how excited we get on Riddle Day.

Demonik:

Yeah sorry NP, we..we..were...like, you know, getting pumped for the
action today.

Kitty:

(to Basil and Demonik) I'm not the type to say “I-told- you-so” but if I
was, I'd say it now!

Nefarious:

Now play nice, Kitty. We all get a little over-excited on Riddle Day.
(sees audience and recoils backwards in shocked surprise) Heads

up „goyles, do you see what I see?
Kitty:

(Hisses in alarm) Strangers! What are they doing here?

Basil:

(nudges Demonik) Should we be worried?

Demonik:

Hmpf! I don't know yet, but I know I don't like the look of 'em.

Nefarious:

(recovering his composure, he warily approaches audience.) My, my,
my, now whom do we have here?

Kitty:

NP, my whiskers are twitching. You know that‟s never a good thing.

Nefarious:

(bumps into unseen barrier at the edge of the stage) What sorcery is
this? („knocks‟ on barrier, carefully „feels‟ it with his hands) Ah-ha! I
thought so. „Goyles, feast your eyes on a rare sight - an invisible wall!

Demonik:

I‟ve never seen one before Boss. But it wasn‟t there yesterday.

Basil:

Yeah, so where did it come from eh?

Kitty:

(to Basil and Demonik) See! This is exactly what happens when people
don't follow the rules. They start littering the landscape with their junk.
Just look at that thing - what an eyesore!

Basil:

Okay, okay, don‟t cough a hair ball!

Nefarious:

(gestures to goyles for silence, then speaks to audience) Hey you, kid,
in the (item of clothing) Yeah you, can you hear me? What about you
little girl, can you hear me? Yeah? How 'bout you lady, can you hear me?
Yes? to audience in general) All you guys in the back, can you hear me?
(strains to hear response but hearing nothing, dismisses the audience
with a contemptuous gesture) Relax, there‟s nothing to worry about. It‟s
just a bunch of snot-nosed kids and their kissy-huggy parents. The good
news is, thanks to this invisible wall, we can‟t hear them so just like
they're not there and let‟s focus on what's really important: the Riddle
Challenge. Of course I‟ll win but let‟s not make it look too easy. Kitty,
keep the numbers coming,

Kitty:

You can count on me Boss, as pur-r-r-r usual.

Nefarious:

Demonik, eyes on the timer. Nobody gets so much as a free second.

Demonik:

(thumps fists against his chest) It shall be done Oh-Great-One!

Nefarious:

Basil, I know it‟s a big day for you but just…stay cool, okay buddy?

Basil:

Yeah sure, no problemo NP. And I promise, d‟em folks out there
watching your every move, they won‟t distract me one bit.

Nefarious:

Good, because the last thing we need today is...(inspiration strikes) an
audience! Of course. It‟s perfect. Throngs of spectators witnessing my
brilliance, applauding my genius, their adoring voices shouting my name.
Why didn‟t I think of this before? Okay 'goyles, listen up! Change of plan.
We're going to give these fine, upstanding citizens the once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to be our guests at Riddle Day!
(Even as they speak, the „goyles will gesture among themselves
indicating their doubts about this idea.)

Basil:

Great idea! I love it!
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Demonik:

I was just going to suggest that myself, Boss.

Kitty:

Me-e-e-o-o-w-w with a capital 'M'!

Nefarious:

Right! (to audience) Now, before the losers – excuse me – the
contestants start arriving, allow me to enlighten you as to how the Riddle
Challenge got started. (The rising sun has made two castles visible in
the distance. One is situated on sandy beach, is Arabic in style with
colorful onion domes while the other is medieval European in style,
emerging above the treetops of an evergreen forest.) That castle on
the left is the palace of Queen Tajmahalia, ruler of the kingdom of
Airibeya. As you can see, lots of sand and sun, wonderful food, four-star
hotels. Also, very nice people. (makes gesture indicating vomiting)
Now, over there on the right is the kingdom of Grumwald. All forests,
mountains and rivers. Alright I suppose if you're into the whole pristine
natural wilderness thing. The people? Big, brawny, hairy – and those are
the women. I mean, what can you say about a people whose national sport
is anvil juggling? They're ruled by King Titus Iron-arms. His earned his
name – and the throne of Grumwald – by winning an arm-wrestling
match against his big sister Helga – and I mean BIG sister! Everyone
expected her to win; after all, she'd already beaten her three older brothers.

Demonik:

That's the geography, Boss. Tell „em about the history.

Nefarious:

Do you mind? I was just getting to that. (to audience) Once upon a time,
we were all living happily ever after, King Titus, Queen Tajmahalia and I,
The Great Zamboni, the official Grand Vizier of both royal houses. I was
the youngest wizard ever to achieve either rank. Oh yeah, I was living the
dream alright, attending the most important events of the social season,
my usual lavish spectacles of wonderment for the guests‟ enjoyment.

Basil:

Those were our Happy Days, eh Boss?

Kitty:

We thought the party would last forever.

Demonik:

Alas, how wrong we were!

Nefarious:

(speaking to audience) Now, I know what you're asking yourselves: so
went wrong? It was trivial really. All I did was…..a few, little
experiments with black magic. I know, I know, the dark arts have been
banned for over two hundred years but I mean, c'mon people, there is
such a thing as progress, you know! We're not in the Dark Ages anymore
Oh sure, I'll admit I had a few hiccups in the early days but just because I
accidentally turned a few people – okay, okay, a whole village – into cute
little animals – sorry – blood-sucking bats and suddenly I'm Public
Enemy Number One. Demonik, did I or did I not I pay for the damages?

Demonik:

That you did sire, quite generously I might add.

Nefarious:

But oh no, that wasn't good enough for her royal pain-in-the-highness,
Queen Tajmahalia. She declared me Persona Non Grata and had me
marched down to the docks, put on a sailing ship and told not to return
until I changed my ways! Now I ask you, does that seem fair to you?

Kitty:

Tell them what happened to us, Boss.

Nefarious:

It pains me to recall! King Titus turned his wrecking crew loose on this
place. From architectural masterpiece to rock pile in one afternoon.

Demonik:

Indeed my Lord, it was a dark day for Dungheap castle.

Kitty:

We were cast down from on high, forced to live among the common
rubble.

Basil:

Deserted, left to gather moss.

Nefarious:

So, I wandered, visiting the darkest corners of the darkest places, seeking
out the disciples of the darkest arts, my incredible brain learning, always
learning. When I returned here, I had changed my ways alright! I was no
longer The Great Zamboni, house-trained royal poodle, performing partytricks for the amusement of the rich regal. I had become Nefarious
Purpose… (motions with hand for „goyles to praise him)

Demonik:

The Mystic of Malice!

Kitty:

The Nabob of Negativity!

Basil:

The Guru of Guessing!

Kitty:

(disgusted) The Guru of Guessing?

Demonik:

That fall really did hurt his head!

Nefarious:

Strangely, the new me wasn't exactly welcomed back with open arms.
Seems too many people still remembered the old me. Naturally King
Titus and his thugs tried to evict me again. I had to do something. A
man's castle is his home, right? And I‟d learned all this cool, new magic!

Demonik:

It was self-defense NP. No question.

Nefarious:

Long story short, I sent Grumwald‟s finest running. This castle is the one
place, the only place, where my magic powers reign supreme. Here,
within these walls, I am stronger than any army. So I settled down, like a
spider in its web, patiently waiting for the day when I would get my
revenge. And when that day came, actually it was a night, it was so-o-o-o
easy.

Demonik:

Like falling off a log, Boss.

Basil:

Yeah, piece of cake

Kitty:

I remember it like it was yesterday.
(Lights go to black, then come back up in a whiter color to denote
moonlight on the empty courtyard. Princess Tandoori, wearing plain,
desert nomad clothes and carrying a carpet bag, enters the courtyard
warily, looking around as if expecting someone. Prince Orin who is
shrouded in a full-length cloak steps out of the shadows behind her.)

Orin:

I was afraid you wouldn‟t come.

Tandoori:

(upon seeing him, she rushes into his arms) I came as soon as I could
my love. (looks around and shudders) But why here, in these wretched
ruins? It's against the law to come anywhere near this place.

Orin:

Exactly! By now my brother will have his soldiers out searching for
me. This castle is the only place they won't look. Don't tell me you
believe those scary stories they told us as kids to keep us away from this
place?
(The gargoyles remain silent, reacting to the couple‟s conversation
among themselves with gestures and facial expressions only. When
Orin or Tandoori glance at them, they freeze, always in a different
pose)

Tandoori:

Of course not! But this rock pile is creeping me out. Now talk to me my
sweet prince. What‟s happened that you risked sending me a message in
daylight?

Orin:

(throws open his cloak to reveal he is wearing a military cadet
uniform. Puts peaked officers‟ hat on his head) I have been ordered to
return to the Spitzenpolish Military Academy in Heinkelburg to finish my
training. I am to leave at first light.
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Tandoori:

I see...so your talk with your big brother King Titus didn't go well?

Orin:

Didn't go well? Remember last August when I „borrowed‟ his fastest
carriage to get to your birthday party and then accidentally wrecked it
coming home? That “didn't go well”. Today…today was a disaster!

Tandoori:

(sighs heavily) Let me guess: the two of you ended up shouting at each
other again, right?

Orin:

The gods know I tried to be polite and respectful but, I couldn‟t help it,
you know where I'm coming from here, you've got five older sisters.

Tandoori:

Don't remind me. I am like, so-o-o-o never going to be queen.

Orin:

That‟s what I told him! I mean, with three older brothers in line to the
throne ahead of me, I'm not going to be king for a very long time –
probably never. So I politely suggested that maybe I could skip the
Academy and do what I'd like to do for a change.

Tandoori:

I'll bet I can guess what Big Brother said to that.

Orin:

The same thing he always says; (mimics brother‟s gruff voice) “Every
male member of our royal house has walked the hallowed halls of the
Spitzenpolish Academy, even those who never became king. That's the
way it's always been and that's the way it always will be, no exceptions,
no discussion.”

Tandoori:

Wow! And to think that around my castle, your brother Titus is
considered to be one of today's new, „modern‟ kings.

Orin:

Don't believe everything the town crier tells you. My big brother is all
for change as long as everything stays the same.

Tandoori:

At least you get to go to a real school where you learn useful stuff. I'm
stuck with that silly goose of a governess and her even sillier tongue twisters. (mimics Agatha‟s haughty English accent) “Proper princesses
perpetually preserve propriety publicly.”

Orin:

She'd get along great with my commandant. (mimics Count Dimwitz

speaking in a clumsy German accent) “It eeze verboten for zee cadets
to drinken zee schnapps mit dur frauleins.”
Tandoori:

(giggles at his spoof, then turns flirtatious) Well, this is one fraulein
who will “drinken ze schnapps” with you anytime cadet Orin, in or out of
uniform. (kisses his cheek)

Orin:

(takes her in his arms) Then come with me Tan‟. There's nothing for us
here, (points to far off horizon) while everything we seek is out there. If
we can make the coast by sunrise, there's a ship that's sailing with the
morning tide. I know the captain. Join me and we'll have the adventure of
a lifetime!

Tandoori:

(holds up carpet bag) You talked me into it, you silver-tongued devil.
No way am I going to mope around that castle for the rest of my life, like
a vulture waiting for someone to die. Sorry, not my style. The further I
get from Airibeya and my big sisters, the happier I'll be.

Orin:

That's my girl! Just think of it Tan', by mid-day tomorrow we'll be
standing on the open deck of a schooner, the wind at our backs, the salt
spray in our faces and a whole compass of directions we can go. Did you
hear? They're saying the world isn't flat after all.

Tandoori:

Get out! No way!

Orin:

(puts hand on chest) Cadet‟s honor. The Council of Sorcerers and Sages
has officially declared that it‟s square, and they‟re the experts.

Tandoori:

Why am I always the last person to hear about these things? Well, I want
to be among the first to find out if they're right! And I want to get out of
this foul fortress ASAP. (inspects gargoyles more closely) I'm certain
these things have changed position since we got here.

Orin:

Get a grip my love! These gargoyles have been gathering moss here since
before you or I were born. They're solid stone and utterly harmless –
unless you drop one on your foot. They can‟t move, but we can so c‟mon,
we‟re wasting moonlight.
(Arm in arm, they head off stage but a beam of bright, white light
illuminates Nefarious standing in their way.)

Nefarious:

In vino veritas! (He blows a spray of glitter dust from his hand that
freezes them in place.) Wretched ruins? Foul fortress? Whatever
happened to; “If you can't say something nice, don't say anything at all”?

Tandoori:

Nobody has anything 'nice' to say to you, wizard!

Nefarious:

Well, well, well, will you look who popped by for a visit, 'goyles. It's the
lovely princess Tandoori and as usual, she's not at a loss for words.

Orin:

Release us immediately or my brother King Titus will -

Nefarious:

Will what? Come galloping to your rescue? I‟m counting on him to do
just that. (sprinkles them with more 'magic' glitter) Cogito ergo sum!
(both are silenced) Sorry kids but, it's like I always say; children should
be seen and not heard, right 'goyles?

Demonik:

I've always said exactly that too, haven't I guys?

Kitty:

As if we remember anything you say.

Nefarious:

(moves from the courtyard to the front of the stage and the ruins go
dark behind him) You see how easy it was? Naturally, good old King
Titus and his partner-in-crime, Queen Tajmahalia did not take the news
about their runaways at all well. So, being the big softie that I am, I
agreed to give them one chance a year to get their little angels back.
Hence Riddle Day. It‟s simple really: just answer my three riddles and
those two crazy kids can go their merry way, free‟ as a bird. But...fail and
you are doomed to share their fate. Naturally Titus and Tajmahalia sent
their best and brightest to defeat me but alas, no one has proven up to the
task of outwitting my phenomenal brain.

Kitty:

You‟re always the smartest guy in the ruin NP!

Nefarious:

Thank you Kitty. (to audience) Want to know the secret of my amazing
success? It's all in the third riddle. You see, I make the first one easy, to
lull challengers into thinking they're going to do okay, you know like,
what two things can you never have for breakfast? Lunch and dinner of
course! So then, then I lay the second riddle on them, something tougher,
like, like, um-m-m, oh yeah, okay, try this one: what do you call a flock
of sheep falling down a hill? A lambslide! Get it? Sometimes I crack
myself up. Anyway, now, now we get to the third riddle. This where I
wipe the confident smiles off their faces. Want to hear the Mother of all
riddles, the one that has never been answered? Here it is; what falls but
never breaks; what breaks, but never falls? Good one eh? You‟re
impressed, I can tell.

Kitty:

Go all the way NP, tell them the answer too. It‟s not like they can tell
anyone.

Nefarious:

That‟s right. Brilliant suggestion Kitty It‟ll make things even more
entertaining for our guests. (leans out over the edge of the stage) The
answer is...day and night! Get it, day break, night fall? Hot dog, I'm good!

Demonik:

You‟re the Baron of Bewilderment!

Kitty:

The Master of Mystification!

Basil:

The T-Rex of Riddlers!

Nefarious:

So now, I'll bet you all are just as excited as I am to see who's going to be
foolish enough to show up this year? Stick around. The fun's about to
begin. (chuckling fiendishly, he walks back towards courtyard)
(Lights to black. Curtain down. Lights comes up on fore-stage.
Condor Hey wearing tradesman‟s clothing and a work belt of tools,
pushes a peddler‟s handcart brimming with magic items to center
stage. A sign on this cart reads: Condor Hey purveyor of quality
magical devices certified service on all brands of paraphernalia.
Condor holds a magic staff in the air and walks about as if trying to
locate something with it.)

Condor:

Oh for crying out loud, how hard can it be to find an invisible wall? (the
tip of his staff begins flickering weakly) C‟mon baby, talk to me, give
me a sign. (the staff flickers more strongly) I thought so! I‟m in the
right neighborhood.
(Dame Agatha Joyless enters, bustling across the stage, stopping at
the pushcart)
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Agatha:

“Oh, I say, this will not do, not at all! (calls to Condor Hey) I say there
you, young man!

Condor:

(hurries over to attend to Agatha) Good morning my lady. Condor Hey
at your service. How may I be of assistance?

Agatha:

You may be of „assistance‟ by moving this...this contraption, out of my
way.

Condor:

Of course. How rude of me to have left it here. (hurries to move cart
and while doing so, surreptitiously shakes some glitter powder on her)
Pardon my asking but what is the governess of the sisters of the Queen
Tajmahalia doing out here so early in the morning?

Agatha:

Don‟t be impertinent young man. We have not been properly introduced.

Condor:

No we haven‟t, Dame Agatha Joyless, but I have been properly
introduced to that sorcerer you‟re going to see, Nefarious Purpose. We
were both students at Batfarts College of Magical Knowledge - until I
got expelled for losing the Headmaster‟s invisible wall. Trust me good
lady, he was an honor student who majored in mischief so with all due
respect, teaching little girls their A-B-C‟s hardly qualifies you to take him

on in his riddle challenge?
Agatha:

Really? And how is it that you are so well-informed of my intentions?

Condor:

I thought you‟d never ask! (With a snap of his fingers the cart lights up
with twinkling colored lights. He shows her a blister-pack of glitter
powder.) Gandolfian Mind-reading Powder. Very handy when answering
tough riddles. And I‟m offering a special Riddle Day discount of...twentyfive percent, no, lets go all in and say fifty per cent off, when you buy two
or more.

Agatha:

Magic powder? Perfidious piffle! I‟ll have nothing to do with any of that
voodoo mumbo-jumbo. I assure you, a person of my perspicacity has no
need of assistance in answering that impudent imp‟s ridiculous riddles.
Now good-day to you young man! (continues across fore-stage and
exits)

Condor:

Yeah sure, go for it lady. (to himself) Why should she listen to me? After
all, I‟m the fool who lost an entire invisible wall and is still looking for it
– ten years later! (turns off cart‟s lights and follows Agatha offstage,
pushing the cart) You make one mistake….
(Lights fade to black)

Scene 2 – Courtyard
(Curtain comes up on the courtyard in full daylight. Nefarious, face
still painted but now attired in a flashy „game show host‟ jacket and
pants, preens in front of a large mirror. Nearby, a sheet covers the
frozen figures of Orin and Tandoori. Demonik scans the
surroundings through a telescope.)
Basil:

So..whaddya‟ see? Whaddya‟ see? Is anyone coming?

Demonik:

No stone-brain, not since you asked me one minute ago!

Kitty:

(idly spins a bingo ball machine) If your ask me, I‟d say they‟re all too
cat-atonic with fear to take you on Boss.

Agatha:

(enters front of stage, brushing off clothes) Well, this is certainly no
place for a respectable women to be seen. The things I do for my girls!

Demonik:

(spots Agatha with telescope) Red alert! Incoming!

Nefarious:

Our first contestant and look people, it's that highfalutin' governess of
Queen Tajmahalia‟s little sisters. She must be getting desperate sending
this old biddy.

Kitty:

A school teacher? They sent a school teacher? I don't know whether to be
flattered or insulted?

Demonik:

A hundred shekels says the Boss gets her on the second riddle.

Basil:

Oh yeah? I've got two hundred says he gets her on the first one.

Kitty:

Oh p-u-l-l-e-e-z-e! Why are you two always making these stupid bets?
Neither of you has a shekel to your name!

Demonik:

Who cares? It's called having fun. You should try it sometime.

Nefarious:

Speaking of fun….I‟m sure our guests of honor will want to witness all
the fun of me winning Riddle Day - again. (pulls the sheet off
Orin/Tandoori, still frozen arm in arm)

Agatha:

(enters courtyard and taps cane on floor) Ahem!! Pardon me, but to
whom does one speak to about this ridiculous riddle challenge?

Nefarious:

One speaks to me Aggie old girl.

Agatha:

That‟s Dame Agatha Joyless to you sir, first daughter of the third Earl of
Ellesmere and the second Duchess of Delacourt, granddaughter of the -

Nefarious:

(waves her into silence) Yeah, yeah, yeah, whatever.

Agatha:

(sees Orin/Tandoori) You are a monster sir!

Nefarious:

I get that a lot. (places a small podium in front of her) Step right up,
don‟t be shy.

Agatha:

Is this really necessary? One does not wish to make a spectacle of oneself.

Kitty:

(imitates Agatha‟s snobby tone) One wonders how one gets one's nose
so high up one‟s -

Nefarious:

Ut-tut-tut! Now don't be catty, Kitty. Let‟s have a number for the first
riddle of the day if you please.

Kitty:

(spins ball machine and takes out a ball) Number 41!

Basil:

41? Oh yeah! A What-Am-I? riddle. I like those the best.

Demonik:

Sh-h-h-h! No clues!

Nefarious:

Now listen up grandma, the category is Natural Wonders and the riddle
is...I'm red, yellow, purple and green. No one can reach me or touch me.
What am I? Demonik, start the timer.
(Every time a riddle is asked, Demonik will start a large, one-minute
egg timer.)

Agatha:

There‟s no need for that. As I expected, your riddles are trite and
predictable. The answer is a rainbow.

Demonik:

There goes your two hundred shekels, rock-head.

Basil:

Yeah, well...your hundred shekels goes next, wait and see.

Nefarious:

Kitty, the contestant requests something a little harder.
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Kitty:

Me-ow! You got it! (pulls three balls and discards them before
choosing a fourth) No...no...not hard enough...yes! Number 76!

Nefarious:

The category is Geography and the riddle is: what has a head but never
weeps, a bed but never sleeps and banks but no money?

Agatha:

Once again, one does not need a minute when even my students would
know the answer is a river.

Basil:

(to Demonik) See? I told you! Now I don't owe you diddly.

Nefarious:

(to „goyles) Quiet down over there. So...two gold stars for the
schoolmarm.Very well then. Now to The Third Riddle. (SFX. Basil
honks horn) Goyles, acquaint „one‟ with the riddle.

Kitty:

With pleasure! What falls but never breaks?

Demonik:

What breaks -

Basil:

- but never falls?

Nefarious:

Let's give the Grand Dame some silence…… (to audience) And that goes
for you lot too – oh wait, who cares? Nobody can hear you.

Agatha:

(fusses nervously, unable to answer) Yes, well, no doubt this has all
been very amusing for you and your minions. However, one has other,
more important duties to perform today, (steps down from podium and
attempts to leave) so I will be take my leave of you now….

Nefarious:

(tosses glitter powder into the air around her) Per ardua ad astra!
Excuse me governess, but are you having a seniors‟ moment? This is a
pay-as-you-play contest. You played, now you pay. (seats her on a
bench then „magically‟ produces a jester's hat which he places on her
head) But you'll pleased to know you will be joyless no more. From now
on, every riddle will be funny to you. Understand? (Agatha laughs aloud)
She understands. (to audience) Now wasn‟t that fun? And they day is
still young!
(Lights to black, curtain down. Lights up on fore-stage)

Condor:

(rolls cart to centre stage and stops) Alright, let‟s try this again.
(repeats process of “searching” with his staff. This time, the light on
the tip of the staff shines brighter) That‟s more like it.
(Count Otto von Dimwitz, attired in a General‟s uniform decorated
with gold braiding, epaulets, medals and a sword on his belt, enters
from the same direction. Squinting through a monocle at a road map
he is carrying and muttering gruffly to himself, he bumps into
Condor‟s pushcart)

Dimwitz:

Achtung! What is this doing here? In Heinkelburg, this would not be
permitted.

Condor:

(Hurries to move cart ) Condor Hey‟s the name, magic is my game. And
you are Count Otto Von Dimwitz, Commandant of the Spitzenpolish
Military Academy, on your way to the Riddle Challenge at Dungheap
castle. You really think all those medals will help you answer that

wizard‟s riddles?
Dimwitz:

(pulls sword and threatens Condor) What manner of man are you that
you know of my affairs. Speak up or be prepared to defend yourself!

Condor:

Here we go again. (turns on cart‟s lights) Sheath your sword Otto my
friend and let me introduce you to… (pulls a glowing amulet on a
bejeweled necklace from under his shirt) ...the Acme Amulet of
Answers. With this baby around your neck, the answer to any riddle will
be revealed by the ancient powers of -

Dimwitz:

Ancient powers be damned! Out of my way you blithering dummkopf! I
don't need any of your magical hocus-pocus! (brandishes sword) I'll run
this riddling ruffian through and be done with him for good!
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Condor:

(to audience) Military intelligence. Now‟s there‟s a contradiction in
terms. Didn‟t you get the memo, Otto? Dungheap Castle is a
demilitarized zone. No weapon of mortal man can slay that dragon when
he‟s in his den.

Dimwitz:

(puts sword away) Balderdash! What is the civilized world coming to
when a man can't solve his problems with violence? (draws himself up
to full height and clicks heels) Very well then, so be it. We at the
Spitzenpolish Academy are not as stupid as we look. I can answer any
riddles that runt might pose. (marches stiffly off stage)

Condor:

We're open „til ten tonight with Riddle Day discounts on all
merchandise …. satisfaction guaranteed or your money back,…..(his
voice trails off as Dimwitz exits). Face it guy, as a salesman you suck!
(turns off cart lights and follows Dimwitz off stage. Lights to black)

Scene 3 – Courtyard
(Curtain comes up on the castle ruin in full daylight. Demonik is
setting an apple on Basil‟s head as NP readies a bow and arrow. He is
about to shoot when Dimwitz enters front of stage)
Nefarious:

„Goyles, I do believe our next contestant has arrived.

Kitty:

Oh I do love a man in a uniform.

Dimwitz:

(on seeing NP, comes to attention) I am Count Otto Von Dimwitz,
Commandant of - (sees Orin/Tandoori statue) Damn you sir! You‟ll
answer to my sword for this! (attempts to pull sword but blade won‟t
come out of its‟ sheath)

Nefarious:

Save your strength old man, here in Dungheap Castle, we duel with
riddles, not swords.

Dimwitz:

(clicks heels together) 'Honor and Duty' is the motto of the
Spitzenpolish Academy and if honor requires it be my duty to submit to
this absurd farce then so be it. (mounts podium) Lay on sir, and damned
be him who first cries “Hold, enough”!

Demonik:

Oh Lord, who writes this guy‟s stuff?

Basil:

Put him out of our misery Kitty, please!

Kitty:

With pleasure! (gets ball from machine) And the lucky number is 54.

Nefarious:

The category is Food and the riddle is; to eat me, you throw away the
outside and cook the inside. Then you eat the outside and throw away the
inside. What food am I?

Dimwitz:

Do you mock me sir with such a trivial puzzle? The answer is corn on the
cob of course.

Nefarious:

This parade-ground peacock needs a lesson in humility (gets another
number from Kitty) Here we go...round two. Number 23. The category
is Biology. Now listen carefully: A house has four walls, all facing south.
A bear is circling this house. What color is the bear?

Dimwitz:

You try my patience. If all four walls face south, then the only place the
house can be is at the North Pole, which means the bear is a polar bear
and is therefore, white. Now, get on with this notorious third riddle so I
be done with you and your gang of granite goons!

Nefarious:

(clicks heels, comes to attention, salutes Dimwitz) Yes sir,
Commandant sir! You heard him „goyles – the riddle please.

Basil:

What falls but never breaks...

Demonik:

What breaks…

Kitty:

But never falls?

Nefarious:

Maybe you didn't hear the riddle over the tinkling of all those medals? Do
you need me to repeat it?

Dimwitz:

Your petty taunts will not distract me!

Nefarious:

(to audience) Pathetic to watch isn‟t it? Guess I should do the right thing
here and put this old warhorse out to pasture.

Demonik:

Time‟s up!

Dimwitz:

Blast you and your riddles! (steps down from the podium and attempts
to leave)

Nefarious:

(throws magic glitter dust on him) E Pluribus Unum! (Dimwitz is
enchanted) Not exactly your finest hour now was it Otto?.

Demonik:

(doing Winston Churchill impression) Never was so much expected by
so many in saving so few.

Nefarious:

(Seats Dimwitz on bench beside Agatha and hands him a cloth and
tin of shoe polish) Since you‟re so big on shiny shoes, howzabout you
show us civilians how its done. Start polishing!

Dimwitz:

As you wish sir. (begins polishing his boots and will continue until the
curse is broken)

Kitty:

Pur-r-fectamento, NP!

Basil:

Absatively posilutely your best idea since…..your last one

Nefarious:

(approaches audience) Isn‟t it just a...a thrill to be near me, so close to
the greatness? (walks back into courtyard, claps hands at the 'goyles)
Great couple of rounds „goyles, really great. (indicates Agatha and
Dimwitz) We'll ransom these two for gold. That‟ll give us enough to
finally start re-construction of this place. (points upwards) Get you three
back up on the rooftops. What do you say to that?

Kitty:

Don‟t tease us Boss, you know that‟s what we all live for!

Demonik:

Remember what it was like up there where we belong? The sun on our
faces….

Kitty:

The wind in our fur...

Basil:

The bugs in our teeth...

Demonik:

Getting zapped by lightning...

Basil:

Getting pooped on by birds...

Demonik:

Freezing our butts in winter….

Basil:

Frying our brains in the summer…...

Kitty:

Speak for yourself stone-head!
(Lights to black. Curtain down. Lights up on fore-stage. Condor Hey
rolls cart to centre stage and repeats “searching” process. The light
atop his staff shines much brighter.)

Condor:

Uh-huh, uh-huh, You go girl!

Scarlet:

Are you talkin‟ to me sugar?

Condor:

(startled, then taken aback by her provocative attire and demeanor,
he fumbles with staff) Uh-h-h what? Uh-h-h no, I was talking to myself.

Scarlet:

What are you doing….(reads sign on Condor‟s cart) ….Mister Hey?

Condor:

I‟m trying to find something I lost a long time ago.

Scarlet:

Honey, aren‟t we all?

Condor:

Condor Hey, magician extraordinaire, at your service ma‟am.

Scarlet:

Really, Condor honey, do I look like a ma'am to you?

Condor:

No ma'am, you sure don't.

Scarlet:

FYI, I‟m Lady Scarlet of Harlot, personal assistant to Queen Tajmahalia.
And what‟s your story Handsome? What makes you so “extraordinaire”?

Condor:

Well...for one thing, I know you‟re on your way to take the riddle
challenge?

Scarlet:

Oh my! Did you just read what‟s in my pretty little head?

Condor:

With a little help from a friend. (holds up hand with a glowing ring on
his finger). A Mind-Master Ring of Telepathy. (turns on cart lights)
And I have them in a wide selection of styles and colors, on special, today
only -

Scarlet:

Magic? Sweetie where have you been hiding? The world‟s gone high tech.
Didn‟t you hear? We've got windmills now, sun dials, oil lamps and
feather pens. Magic is like so-o-o-o over!

Condor:

You be sure to tell that to Nefarious Purpose. I don't think he's heard the
news.

Scarlet:

Thanks for the head-up Condor baby but this girl works her own magic, if
you know what I mean. Ta-ta!
(continues on her way, exits)

Condor:

I don't think Nefarious Purpose is interested in….(gives up with a shrug)
Anybody else not need magic? (turns off cart lights and follows her off
stage)
(Lights to black)

Scene 4 – Courtyard
(Curtain comes up on the courtyard in full daylight. Agatha and
Dimwitz sit nearby acting as instructed. Demonik and Basil are
mutually scrubbing moss of each other while Kitty files her claws.
Nefarious: fusses with his hair in the mirror.)
Scarlet:

(Enters from the front of the stage, sees courtyard and does a quick
primp of her appearance) He-e-l-l-o-o?

Kitty:

(on seeing Scarlet) Oh...My...'Goyle!

Demonik:

Careful with this one Boss, she‟s got trouble written all over her.

Basil:

She has? Where? I don‟t see any writing.

Demonik:

(thumps Basil on head) Shut it, ya‟ blithering fool!

Scarlet:

Nefie, darling! You look absolutely fabulous! (hugs him and kisses his
cheek) Oh my, have you been working out?

Nefarious:

(straightens himself up from her hug) I‟ll not be charmed with your
kind of witchcraft.

Scarlet:

NP baby, I'm not feeling the love! And here I've come all the way out
here to tempt you with a very attractive proposition.

Nefarious:

You...have a proposition for me?

Scarlet:

Well, not me personally. I'm here on behalf of queen Tajmahalia of
Airibeya.

Nefarious:

Ah-h-h, the plot sickens. I'll be glad to listen to your queen's „attractive
proposition‟ right after you've answered my three attractive riddles!

Scarlet:

Seriously, Nef, sweetie, how can you think about riddles when we could
be talking about me making you The Next Big Thing in magic? Just
imagine, your picture on the covers of Wizardry World, Alchemy Today
and Magic Monthly, a sold-out tour of all the hottest magic club. This can
be your big moment. Fame and fortune await! And all you‟d have to do is
let those two sweet children go home to their families. It‟s a win-win
situation for everybody.

Nefarious:

Frankly Scarlet, I don't give a damn!

Scarlet:

Call me Bubbles, all my friends do.

Nefarious:

Scarlet, Bubbles, whatever. Read my lips: the riddles or the road!

Scarlet:

Fine! How hard can it be to answer riddles a man thought up? (steps up
onto podium)

Nefarious:

Kitty, a number if you please.
(Kitty pulls ball from machine and hands it to him)

Nefarious:

Excellent pick, Number 85.

Basil:

Gee, I don't remember this one.

Demonik:

That would require a brain, which you don‟t have.
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Nefarious:

Here we go, the Category is Optometry: what has one eye but cannot see?

Scarlet:

Oh, gee, I'll have to think about that for a minute – a needle?

Basil:

Not bad for a bubble-head, eh Miss Kitty?

Kitty:

Big whoop. The first riddle is always so easy even she could answer it.
(generates a number) Lucky number 13!

Scarlet:

Oh I do like getting lucky!

Nefarious:

No doubt. Moving right along...the category is Weights and Measures, the
riddle is: I'm the size of an elephant, but I weigh nothing. What am I?

Scarlet:

Is that what passes for a trick question around here, sugar? The answer is
an elephant‟s shadow.

Nefarious:

(the „goyles groan with disappointment but Nefarious holds up hand
for silence) Very well then, time to answer my favourite riddle...sugar!

Scarlet:

What‟s with all this negativity! I thought you and I had some real
chemistry happening, you know what I‟m saying?

Nefarious:

You thought wrong.'Goyles, the third riddle if you please…

Demonik:

What falls....

Kitty:

but never breaks?

Basil:

What breaks...but never falls?

Scarlet:

Let's see...what falls but never breaks, breaks but… hm-m-m. Is it...no,
not that, what about...no..that's not it. What falls but…that must be...no,
can't be. Then it must be...yes, of course! That's it! The answer is...no
wait, that's wrong. Uh-h-h...

Nefarious:

(to audience) You know folks, I almost feel sorry for her, thinking she
can actually come up with the right answer.

Demonik:

Thirty seconds.

Scarlet:

How about a hint, eh Big Guy? I would be very...grateful.

Nefarious:

Don't waste your “gratitude” on me: I don't do clues!

Demonik:

(holds up timer) That's time, Boss.

Nefarious:

And the answer is…..

Scarlet:

You know, this whole wounded pride act you‟re doing is like, such a
turn-off.

Nefarious:

Oh-h-h, suddenly we‟re not so bubbly anymore.

Scarlet:

Don‟t you think it‟s time you got over it! You‟re only making yourself
look small and petty.

Nefarious:

But I am small and petty! And vengeful. And vain. Add vile, venomous
and venal at no extra charge. Why? Because I like it! Being naughty is so
much more fun than being N-I-C-E. Now can we could get back to your
answer..or lack thereof.

Scarlet:

Still with this riddle thing? Look, I‟ve delivered the Queen‟s message,
My work here is done. Live long and prosper Wiz. (steps down from
podium) Sayonara „goyles. Look me up if you‟re ever in town, we‟ll do
lunch. (Heads off stage)

Nefarious:

(enchants her with magic powder) Je Ne Sais Quoi! (seats her
alongside Agatha and Dimwitz and hands her a container of bubbleblowing liquid) You know, I liked you better when you were Bubbles. So
keep blowing.
(she will blow bubbles until the curse is broken)

Kitty:

Very apropos NP!

Nefarious:

(to audience) I am having such a good time and you people have been
such a terrific audience, I‟m going to go make up some Riddle Day Tshirts for you to wear home, a little souvenir of what I‟m sure has been
the greatest day of your dismal lives. Don‟t go anywhere, I‟ll be right

back.(exits)
Condor:

(enters the fore-stage struggling to hold onto the staff as it pulls him
toward to the audience. The top light is now even brighter) Whoa!
Whoa! Whoa! I must be getting close now...(„sees‟ wall) There you are!
What are you doing here? („inspects‟ wall using staff) Do you know how
much trouble you‟ve caused me?

Nefarious:

(enters carrying pile of T-shirts, sees Condor talking to audience,
puts down T-shirts) Condor Hey! I should have known! Are you still
looking for your precious invisible wall?

Condor:

Not anymore.

Nefarious:

Tut-tut-tut! Finders keepers. It‟s my wall now. You want it back, you
play my game. Answer three riddles and it‟s all yours.

Condor:

Have you ever tried not being a jerk? You might be surprised how far
being a stand-up guy now and then can get you.

Nefarious:

Says the chump who pushes a peddler‟s handcart and sells cheap trinkets
to tourists. And to think you had such promise, Hey. Lucky for you, your
classmates aren‟t here to see how far you haven’t gone.

Condor:

I‟ve looked for that wandering wall for far too long to leave here without
it Nefarious so let‟s do it, let‟s do this Riddle Challenge.

Nefarious:

Do my ears deceive me „goyles? Did he just say -

Basil:

He did indeed. Show him who‟s boss, Boss.

Demonik:

I‟ve got a good feeling about this NP.

Kitty:

Ditto that Boss! (to Condor) Prepare for a CAT-atstrophe! Mister. (pulls
a ball from machine) Number 66.

Nefarious:

Ah yes, I remember it well: The category is Marsupials: What do you call
a lazy kangaroo?

Condor:

A pouch potato! You‟re losing it Nefarious. You were better than this in
college.

Nefarious:

(to audience) He‟s right. I need to up my game. Take five Kitty, I‟ve got
this. (takes off flashy jacket, rolls up sleeves, rubs hands together,
makes a show of mentally composing a question) Cogitate on this cartpusher: what do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire?

Demonik:

Hah! Failure is definitely an option, pal!

Condor:

Hey Dominic, I got two words for you: sledge hammer.

Demonik:

It‟s Demonik!

Condor:

What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire? I‟ll give
you an „A‟ for effort on that one Nef. I‟ll even pretend to be stalling, like
I‟m stumped, but the answer is... frostbite.

Nefarious:

(to audience) You probably like this guy don‟t you? Well go ahead,
cheer for him while you still can because he is going down! No more
Mister Nice Guy! Now its personal! Kitty, the third riddle if you please.

Kitty:

Meow...my whiskers are tingling now! What falls but never breaks?

Demonik:

What breaks -

Basil:

- but never falls?

Condor:

H-m-m-m, Now that is a real head-scratcher.

Nefarious:

And all those magic baubles you‟re pedaling won‟t help you: not on my
turf. But I‟ll tell you what, just for old time‟s sake, I‟ll give an extra
minute. (talks quietly to „goyles)

Condor:

(paces stage deep in thought, then notices audience) Oh hello there. I
guess this wall is working A-OK after all. („pats‟ wall with great pride)
These suckers can be mighty unforgiving if you don‟t handle them them
right. That‟s how I lost this one!
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Nefarious:

(sees Condor talking to audience and hurries over to him) Save your
breath Hey, they can‟t hear a word you say. It‟s the invisible wall;
somehow it blocks their voices. Why, I even told them the answer to –
(suddenly realizes he‟s said too much)

Condor:

Why didn‟t you say so sooner? (takes a jeweler‟s eyepiece out of a
pouch on his tool belt and a ring of ornate keys from another pouch.)
This model of invisible wall – the Merlin XT series 50 – has a glitch in its
audio harmonics. However, after dropping-out of college I took the time
to become a factory-trained and authorized Merlin XT series 50 service
technician. I can fix that little problem for you.

Nefarious:

I‟d rather you didn‟t!

Condor:

Don‟t worry, there‟s no service charge. This model is still under

warrant ( Choosing a key from the ring, he peers through the eyepiece
and using the key in a wind-up action, makes an „adjustment‟ to his
staff. The white light atop his staff goes out.) Oops, too much. (He
makes another „adjustment‟, the light glows bright again and a
magical sound is heard.) There we go! Can y‟all hear me now? Yes? No?
(the audience‟s loud response knocks them backwards)
Demonik:

These kids today!

Nefarious:

(to audience) I‟m warning you: I‟ll send the fleas of a thousand camels to
infest your underwear if you tell him our little secret!!

Condor:

So...you heard the riddle: What falls but never breaks, breaks but never
falls?

Kitty:

Do something NP! We‟re facing a CAT-aclysm!

Nefarious:

I‟ll silence you little twerps! (runs about throwing magic glitter at
audience and chanting) Cogito ergo sum...magna cum laude…deus ex
machina... mea culpa...quid pro quo… in flagrante delicto.. ipso facto...

Condor:

So what‟s the answer? (hears answer from audience) Of course. (to
Nefarious) Day and night. There‟s your answer magic man!

Demonik:

Say it isn‟t so NP!

Basil:

Oh no, we‟re doomed!

Nefarious:

That‟s it! No T-shirts!!!

Condor:

(leaps onto podium, holds staff high, lights twinkle up and down its
length) I declare the curse of the Riddle Challenge to be broken, now and
for all time!!
(SFX. some visual/audio effects occur to denote Orin and Tandoori
being released from the spell. They immediately embrace. Agatha,
Dimwitz and Scarlet come out of their trance.)

Agatha:

(takes jester's hat off her head, tosses it at Nefarious and draws
herself to her full height) Hah-hah-hah! I am not amused by your
contemptible attempt at humor.

Dimwitz:

(drops polish with disgust, speaks to Condor) My compliments to you
sir. King Titus shall hear of this.

Scarlet:

And Queen Tajmahalia as well.

Dimwitz:

(draws sword) Now, let me at that scoundrel sorcerer!

Scarlet:

(to Nefarious) You are like s-o-o-o-o busted you little freak!

Nefarious:

People, people. Where‟s your sense of humor? Can‟t you take a little joke?

Orin:

(grabs him from behind by the scruff of his neck) Gotcha!

Tandoori:

You‟re the „little joke‟, wizard! (Orin and Tandoori kiss without
letting go of him)

Nefarious:

Unhand me you royal whelp! I am the great Nefarious Purpose,

Orin:

Not anymore you‟re not! You‟re done like dinner! Commandant, take this
scoundrel to see my brother King Titus. He will deal with this. This snake
charmer!

Tandoori:

You‟ll curse our kingdoms with your evil conjuring no more!

Nefarious:

Spare me your teenage melodramatics Princess. (to Condor) Next time
Hey, next time!

Dimwitz:

(prods Nefarious with sword) March, scoundrel, and don't stop 'til you
get to Grumwald castle.
(Nefarious and Dimwitz exit)

Agatha:

(to Condor) Perhaps I misjudged you, young man. One does occasionally
make an error.

Scarlet:

Condor, darling, if there is anything, and I mean anything, I can do to
thank you…..you let me know, okay handsome? Ta ta!
(Agatha and Scarlet also exit)

Tandoori:

(throws her arms around Condor) Thank you for saving us! I thought
we‟d never escape that fiend‟s clutches.

Orin:

Free at last, free at last, free at last!. We are in your debt good sir!
(shakes hands with Condor)

Condor:

So now what? Are you two runaways still going to follow your dreams
over that horizon?
(Orin/Tandoori exchange knowing looks)

Orin:

Yes, but not today.

Tandoori:

Today is for getting back to our families.

Orin:

And they will definitely want to reward you for rescuing us from that
villain‟s curse. Are you up for feasts, parties and anvil-juggling
tournaments from one end of Grumwald to the other, all with you as the
guest of honor?

Tandoori:

And then my sister will want her chance to outdo all of that.

Condor:

How can I refuse? I‟m honoured, truly. But I‟ve got a little something I
need to do, so you two go on ahead. I‟ll be right behind you.
(Orin and Tandoori exit arm in arm.)
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Condor:

(to audience) So, I guess this is it. You‟re part of a legend now. They‟ll
be talking about you around here for years. Saved the day you did, and
me too, so I owe you – big time. I‟m going to take my invisible wall and
return it to the Headmaster at Batfarts College – right after I‟ve enjoyed
being a hero for a little while. Good-bye friends! (raises staff over his
head and sweeps it past „wall‟) C‟mon wall, we‟re outta‟ here!
(Condor exits, lights to black until only a single beam of light shines
down on the „goyles)

Basil:

Does this mean we‟re not getting a new roof?
(Curtain down)

